
Supply/Fabric Requirements
 �(1) 8.5” x 11” sheet of wash-away 

stabilizer (available at pileofabric.com)
 �Wax-free Transfer Paper (like Saral)
 �90/14 topstitch needle
 �40wt cotton thread
 �Elmer’s washable school glue stick
 � Fat Quarter of Kona Cotton in Tulip
 �Fat Eighth of Kona Cotton in 

Heliotrope, Wisteria, and Orchid
 

Cutting the Fabric
Cut the following pieces from your fabric:

 �(1) 12.5” x 6.5” background piece from 
Tulip (color 1)

 �(1) Piece A from Heliotrope (color 2)
 �(2) Piece A from Wisteria (color 3)
 �(3) Piece A from Orchid (color 4)
 �(7) Piece B from Heliotrope (color 2)
 �(7) Piece B from Wisteria (color 3)
 �(6) Piece B from Orchid (color 4)

HEXA-TRIS
QUILT BLOCK PATTERN 

BY ALYSSA LICHNER

Preparation
UNDERSTANDING THE PATTERN
This quilt block pattern includes 
instructions to create one 12” x 6” (finished 
size) Hexa-Tris Quilt Block using turned-
edge appliqué. All seam allowances are ¼” 
unless otherwise specified and instructions 
for pressing will be mentioned in the steps. 

PREPARING YOUR FABRIC 
We strongly suggest starching and 
pressing your fabric with a hot iron before 
cutting. 

DOWNLOAD TEMPLATES & PDF
To download the block templates and PDF 
version of this pattern, log into to your Pile 
O’ Fabric account and go to: 
pileofabric.com/blogs/kona-cotton-club

PRINTING THE TEMPLATES
Print the pattern templates at 100% or 
Actual Size (do not scale or choose Fit to 
Page). After printing, measure the 1” guide 
box to be sure the templates are printed 
at the correct size. Print the Wash-Away 
Stabilizer Templates on stabilizer and the 
Fabric Cutting & Layout Templates on copy 
paper.

Share Your Block!

Share your finished 
Hexa-Tris quilt block 
using hash tags 
#pileofabrickonaclub or 
#hexatrisblock and tag 
us at @pileofabric.



(A) Coat the wrong side of one Fabric 
Piece A triangle with washable school 
glue.

(B) Stick one Stabilizer Piece A 
centered to the wrong side of Fabric 
Piece A. Heat set the glue with a hot, dry 
iron. Place a fine line of glue along one 
edge of Fabric Piece A.

(C) Fold the glued edge of Fabric Piece 
A back against the edge of the stabilizer 
and pinch. Heat set the glue with a hot, 
dry iron. Place a fine line of glue along 
the second edge of Fabric Piece A.

(A) Coat the wrong side of one half 
hexagon Fabric Piece B with washable 
school glue.

(B) Stick one Stabilizer Piece B centered 
to the wrong side of Fabric Piece B. 
Heat set the glue with a hot, dry iron. 
Place a fine line of glue along one edge 
of Fabric Piece B.

(C) Fold the glued edge of Fabric Piece 
B back against the edge of the stabilizer 
and pinch. Heat set the glue with a hot, 
dry iron. Place a fine line of glue along 
the second edge of Fabric Piece B.

(D) Fold the glued edge of Fabric Piece 
B back against the edge of the stabilizer 

Turning Piece A Edges

Turning Piece B Edges
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(D) Fold the glued edge of Fabric 
Piece A back against the edge of the 
stabilizer and pinch. Heat set the glue 
with a hot, dry iron. Place a fine line 
of glue along the third edge of Fabric 
Piece A.

(E) Fold the last glued edge of Fabric 
Piece A back against the edge of the 
stabilizer and pinch. Heat set the glue 
with a hot, dry iron.

Repeat these steps for all (6) Fabric 
Piece A.

and pinch. Heat set the glue with a hot, 
dry iron. Place a fine line of glue along 
the third edge of Fabric Piece B.

(E) Fold the glued edge of Fabric 
Piece B back against the edge of the 
stabilizer and pinch. Heat set the glue 
with a hot, dry iron. Place a fine line of 
glue along the fourth edge of Fabric 
Piece B.

(F) Fold the glued edge of Fabric 
Piece B back against the edge of the 
stabilizer and pinch. Heat set the glue 
with a hot, dry iron. 
Repeat these steps for a total of (20) 
Fabric Piece B.



(A) Coat the inside of each A and B 
shaped marking on the background 
fabric with a washable school glue stick. 
Stick all Fabric Piece A and Fabric Piece 
B shapes wrong side down into position 

(A) Lay the wax-free transfer paper down 
onto the right side of your background 
fabric. Lay your Hexa-Tris Layout 
Template centered over the top of the 
transfer paper and background fabric. 

(B) Using a ball point pen or ball point 
stylus, trace all of the lines on the Hexa-

Glue Basting the Pieces

Transferring the Layout Template
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Tris Layout Template. Remove the 
template and transfer paper. 

Note: If you’re using a light background 
fabric you could just trace the Layout 
Template onto the background fabric.

on the background fabric (as shown). 
With a hot, dry iron press all of the 
shapes to heat set the glue.



ABOUT THE DESIGNER
ALYSSA LICHNER
Alyssa Lichner is a graphic designer turned avid 
sewist. She writes modern sewing tutorials and shares 
techniques and inspiration on her blog, Pile O’ Fabric. 
Pile O’ Fabric is also an online fabric, supply, and 
pattern shop for the modern sewist. 

PILEOFABRIC.COM

(A) With a 40wt cotton thread, about a 
size 4 stitch length, and a topstitching 
needle, topstitch an ⅛” inside each A 
and B shape. Leave your thread tails long  
for each shape, then pull the thread tails 
to the back of the block, knot and trim 
them.

Topstitching the PiecesSTEP 5

A

You now have a completed 12.5” x 6.5” 
(12” x 6” finished size) Hexa-Tris Quilt 
Block. 

Save the quilt block and sew it together 
with the other Pile O’ Fabric Kona Club 
quilt blocks or make it into a quilt, bag, 
pillow sham, or whatever your heart 
desires!
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